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Odessa:  A Model of Warfare “On the Cheap”
… by  Gordon Duff , VT Sr. Editor,    … with  New Eastern Outlook ,  Moscow

- First published …  May 7, 2014  -
 

The attack in Odessa is, we are told, soon to be
repeated. In today’s world, the planning of
“isolated incidents of spontaneous violence”
requires careful coordination. NATO hacking teams,
US Embassy attaché’s, corrupt police officials and
media, New York, London and Washington, all
mysteriously are well informed.

What we are told is “civil discord” or even ethnic
cleansing is, in reality, something else, something far
more sinister and foreboding. The Pentagon has other
names for it, asymmetrical warfare or low intensity
conflicts. We call it “war on the cheap.”

Washington’s new war is all about collateral damage, more deaths to the dollars than “shock and awe.”

Last week’s incident in Odessa resulted in; we are told 46 dead, “smoke inhalation,” untrained thugs, butchery.
None of this is true. A Veterans Today working group including top level former NATO intelligence officials has
examined evidence, taken testimony and now renders an opinion.

_____________________________

Autopsy Results

The cover up was infantile. Smoke inhalation,
shooting and fire, no mention of rapes, no mention of
staged ritual killings, no strangulations, no stabbings
and mutilations, the results were manufactured.
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A hard way to die

Hired hands

No mention of chemical agents though the mutilated
bodies and the dozens sources tell us were secretly
removed tell a very different tale. This was savagery
with a purpose.

The western press will never show the photograph of
a pregnant woman, strangled with a phone cord
around her neck, still at her desk, carefully staged,
standing erect. Even the language alone describing
other hideous scenes would be enough to trigger
Google censors.

The photos and videos tell a different tale. Within
hours, bodies were bloated and discolored, even where the surrounding area showed no sign of fire.

No weapons are seen, simply men and women in everyday civilian dress, no combat gear, no bulletproof vests,
no helmets or ski masks. This was slaughter, carefully staged and executed. Clear efforts were made to
disguise cause of death where no wounds could be found and no clear evidence of fire existed.

This was a NATO military operation, fully coordinated through the US Embassy in Kiev, one
using nerve gas and done with full cooperation and support from local authorities. Sources
among local law enforcement indicate that 94 additional bodies were removed, all showing
signs of death from a chemical nerve agent, identified “probably” as VX. VX or one of a dozen
or more derivatives of VX are available in grenade form.

Stockpiles of VX and other weaponized chemical warfare agents have been identified at a facility in Georgia near
the airport at Tbilisi. Sources at that facility tell of Ukrainian Special Forces accessing chemical weapons there
and, in particular, transporting Sarin into Turkey for, assumedly, delivery to NATO backed Al Qaeda forces.

Now that these weapons have been introduced, they will soon be used as they have been in Syria, false flag
terrorism.

________________________________

A New Kind of War

With the downgrading of America’s military capability and the battlefield survivability of both armored and
helicopter assault units quickly coming to an end, Pentagon experts have devised a new standard for future
conflicts.

There are to be no more wars, certainly not openly admitted as such, not as we have seen in the past. No
masses of troops and tanks are to be put in harm’s way, no naval flotillas. Wars are to be carefully staged
through manipulation of ethnic rivalries, staged false flag terrorism and always couched in tired “Cold War”
terminology.

Instead of highly trained troops, “irregular” forces can
flood into any conflict, poorly trained, unaccountable,
often unpaid and purposefully barbaric.

There is no more need for the professional or even the
“citizen solider.” Armed rabble, human refuse, this is
where the armies of the future will be found, on street
corners and prison yards.

Where legitimate political and social unrest exists, it is
soon overwhelmed by a juggernaut of mercenary
“freedom fighters” trained in Poland or Chechnya, Jordan
or Turkey.

The new kind of war requires no victory, no land to be conquered, no enemy to be defeated. War is a
justification in itself. The “new war” is a continual war, one that begins and knows no end, a plague without a
cure.

The real enemy is peace. War is and always has been an end onto itself. It is only now that this
fact is not only realized but described in theory and put into practice on a global scale. Were
one to look at Libya or Iraq or Afghanistan or Syria, perhaps Sudan or the Democratic Republic
of Congo, these wars, these “revolutions” are all the same, unending and “unendable.”

Israel learned this lesson long ago as they are 66 years into a war they plan to sustain forever.

The lessons of Iraq have been taken to heart in Washington. America learned that no matter how false a claim of
use of chemical weapons may be, once the question is brought up, no matter how absent any real proof is, it
can be kept alive through an endless stream of unfounded allegations that press “assets” are more than happy to
disseminate.
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Neither young or old were spared … and not a weapon in sight

Even more simply, as long as CNN, the New York Times and Washington Post can be controlled, and “forever”
is an understatement, world leaders will, for the most part, remain silent, fearful of being cast in the role of
“conspiracy theorist” or, worse yet, suffering the fate of Gaddafi or Chavez.

In truth, Washington has learned it can do anything and, as long as it can manipulate the United Nations and the
International Court of Justice at The Hague, and “forever” is an understatement there as well, no act can be
brazen enough to be considered a risk.

In short, all wars will be fought by civilians, ragtag militias, death squads, no more legless
veterans selling pencils on street corners, no more military pensions; the new war is “war on
the cheap.”

All that is required for a war is a target, a nation with something worth stealing and a will to
steal it. The rest, staging an insurgency, a revolution, painting a legitimate elected government
as an “axis of evil” is child’s play. What government has no opposition? What government is
uncorrupted?

Every government is a target, including and, perhaps “especially,” the United States. When it catches fire, the
world can stand back. America is seething with hatred “from sea to shining sea.”

What is so difficult for Americans to understand is when that day comes, and it is more “when” than “if,” the
world may seem a bit safer, more secure.

Gordon Duff is a Marine combat veteran of the Vietnam War who has worked on veterans’ and
POW issues for decades and consulted with governments challenged by security issues. He’s a
senior editor and chairman of the board of Veterans Today, especially for the online
magazine “New Eastern Outlook”.

Editing: Jim W. Dean and Erica Wissinger
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LightSaber
May 18, 2014 - 6:04 am

OT I just come across this great video “William Cooper Secret Government MJ-12 (Full Length)”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4TT543uO2M and http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_sociopol_cooper.htm
A number of very interesting statements re NSA, alien abductions, Brzeziński, Kissinger, CFR, Bliderbergers, Bush
and using oil rigs for drug trafficking, AIDS lab-made, witchcraft, hostile 
read more ...

Log in to Reply

LightSaber
May 18, 2014 - 5:44 am

Yet Eric Ponce of Darkness blatantly denies any involvement in Ukraine. But Eric Ponce is just a cutout, a puppet to
put a face on a new investment in continuous war by the global fascist oligarchy. Eric Ponce may soon learn
personally very well what a “blowback” is.

Log in to Reply

LightSaber
May 18, 2014 - 5:39 am

More here http //www.voltairenet.org/article183751.html
…The Obama administration-wrote the Washington Post-”preferred covered rather than the use of conventional force
action.” USSOCOM commander, Admiral William McRaven, said there is a month a Senate committee that U.S.
special operations forces to operate in 78 countries worldwide. Either by direct action or by training local units…
But USSOCOM looks beyond in its “Vision 2020″, it provides “building a global network of special operations forces,”
including those of allied countries, including Italy, placed under U.S. command . In this way, the decision to go to war
becomes the more exclusive domain of power domes and parliaments lose the little decision-making power they
have left 
read more ...

Log in to Reply

WonderingAloud
May 17, 2014 - 9:27 pm

If anyone who has been watching the dance of “gun safety” advocates on the National stage can read Gordon’s
article and not see that this is “coming soon to a theatre near you,” then they are horribly obtuse.

It would be so much more convenient if Americans were unarmed in order that this style of war could be on-shored.

Conspiracy theorists, my a$$. These dots are so huge, it is impossible not to connect them.
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Jack Heart
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May 17, 2014 - 2:15 pm

Chemical weapons explain the condition of the bodies pictured, smoke inhalation does not.
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jparsner
May 17, 2014 - 7:33 am

Weapons of mass distraction… CNN, NYT, and the Washington Post. Good article, Gordon.
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Raptor
May 16, 2014 - 3:35 pm

Thanks for this piece Gordon. More people should grow a spine and admit what is so obvious. However I understand
their angst…….there are so many former CIA NSA Types running point these days that it’s enough to make one’s
head spin….Not to mention all the bankers meeting sudden demise via nail guns, slip and falls, hangings
and…..heart attacks at age 40… WTF anyway………….carry on and do keep that head down.

Raptor
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molecule
May 16, 2014 - 3:24 pm

The current (and from the top down, original) Pentagon philosophy was established Trotsky in 1920, when he wrote
his research paper “The Defence of Terrorism.” His polemic argued for the necessity of organized top-down State-
sponsored Terrorism.

Note how google spins you around — search on DefenSe of Terrorism and you get pages of junk. Then try a search
on DefenCe of Terrorism (british spelling), and after a little digging maybe a ORIGINAL of this seminal work by
Trotsky will pop up. Do not waste time reading somebody said somebody said what Trotsky was really thinking. The
title Terrorism and Communism is a distraction.

The fascination with pulling pants down on the murder victims is a signature of JEWISH terrorism. Compulsive
fascination 
read more ...
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DaveE
May 16, 2014 - 3:04 pm

Thanks for the truth, sickening as it is. We’ll never bring this scum (NATO, the zionists, etc.) to justice if we don’t have
the guts to speak the truth and that’s the easy part. Thanks for leading the way with quaint old-fashioned thing called
HONESTY and a pinch of courage.
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jmreeves
May 16, 2014 - 2:55 pm

Next Question (from here)
Since this was an atrocity which could easily be avoided,
And ‘they’ knew ‘we’ would find out,
And it sure looks like a deliberate provocation from here.
On a Higher Level and about More Important Things

This brings to my mind “Sweet Dreams are Made of These” (a Song, you may have heard it.;.
Some of them want to use you
Some of them want to abuse you
Some of them Want To Be Abused.

That and Divide and Rule ..Balkanizing the Balkans!

John
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jmreeves
May 16, 2014 - 5:06 pm

I suspect that both the Albert Pike ‘three world wars’ script
and old messianic scripts involving mass human sacrifice (by fire?)
are a factor here.
A small part of a larger Passion Play.
Some people think the future is scripted, they just act it out.
Some think they can play “let’s make a Deal” and come out on top.
We are present for the accounting I suspect.

John

Log in to Reply

jmreeves
May 16, 2014 - 5:41 pm

Meanwhile

NATO always wanted to be the army the UN always wanted.
It is not a bug, it is a feature.
Have a look at the UN Charter, its origins, and behavior,
and ask yourself..
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Are these the kind of people we want having a (free) army??
(and note also that the UN has NO ‘citizens’,
And you (we) have No Representation in that body.
Check out Brussels, BIS, WTO (and now sneaky TPP?

John
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splitter
May 16, 2014 - 2:05 pm

Two phone calls about Odessa “leaked _http //www.sott.net/article/279235-Two-phone-call-leaks-which-say-it-all-
plus-a-long-Saker-rant
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Charlotte NC Bill
May 16, 2014 - 1:38 pm

This is horrible…truly a nightmare what our country has become…but are we really threatened as well? How does
that work? If we don’t continue doing the bidding of the Synagogue of Satan then we can expect our dollar to be
crashed? The petro-dollar dumped? Inflation and interest rates rising daily?

Log in to Reply

pjs
May 16, 2014 - 6:42 pm

Yes, no doubt they’re banking on US citizens’ loving their consumerist lifestyles more than their consciences. Who
would be ready to let go of the almighty $$$ for the sake of saving millions of lives somewhere far away? Few.
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